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Generalized Kuperberg invariants of 3–manifolds
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In the 1990s, based on presentations of 3–manifolds by Heegaard diagrams, Kuperberg
associated a scalar invariant of 3–manifolds to each finite-dimensional involutory
Hopf algebra over a field. We generalize this construction to the case of involutory
Hopf algebras in arbitrary symmetric monoidal categories admitting certain pairs of
morphisms called good pairs. We construct examples of such good pairs for involutory
Hopf algebras whose distinguished grouplike elements are central. The generalized
construction is illustrated by an example of an involutory super-Hopf algebra.
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1 Introduction

In the 1990s, G Kuperberg [3] defined a scalar invariant of closed oriented 3–manifolds
by using an arbitrary finite-dimensional involutory Hopf algebra over a field. The
combinatorics of Kuperberg’s construction comes from the presentation of 3–manifolds
by Heegaard diagrams and the invariant is calculated by using the tensor products of the
structural morphisms of the Hopf algebra contracted with appropriate tensor products
of (two-sided) integrals and cointegrals of the Hopf algebra.

In this paper, we generalize Kuperberg’s construction to the context of involutory
Hopf algebras in arbitrary symmetric monoidal categories where the tensor products of
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2576 Rinat Kashaev and Alexis Virelizier

structural morphisms are contracted with morphisms which, in general, are different
from integrals and cointegrals (at least when the latter are not two-sided). More precisely,
we define the notion of a good pair of an involutory Hopf algebra in a symmetric
monoidal category and prove that such a pair gives rise to a topological invariant of
closed oriented 3–manifolds (see Theorem 1). Also, we give a way to derive examples
of good pairs from integrals and cointegrals when the distinguished grouplike elements
are central (see Theorem 2). In the particular case where the integrals and cointegrals
are two-sided (ie the distinguished grouplike elements and the distinguished algebra
morphisms are trivial), the associated good pair is given by the integral and cointegral
themselves, reproducing thereby Kuperberg’s original construction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the notation and conventions
used and specify our setup which is given by a symmetric monoidal category, together
with Hopf algebras and invertible objects in it. In Section 3, based on Kuperberg’s
work [3], first we recall the combinatorics of Heegaard diagrams associated to 3–
manifolds and then explain how, by using the structural maps of an involutory Hopf
algebra in a symmetric monoidal category, one associates a tensor to each (ordered,
oriented and based) Heegaard diagram. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of a good
pair and prove that such a pair gives rise to a 3–manifold invariant (Theorem 1). Also,
we illustrate the general construction with an example of an involutory super-Hopf
algebra (ie an involutory Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of super-
vector spaces). In Section 5, we describe how one can construct good pairs starting
from integrals and cointegrals (Theorem 2).

2 Algebraic preliminaries

In this section, S is a symmetric monoidal category, with monoidal product ˝, unit
object 1 and symmetry � D f�X ;Y W X ˝Y ! Y ˝X gX ;Y 2Ob.S/ . Recall that EndS.1/

is a commutative monoid (with unit 1 D id1 ) which acts on each Hom set by the
monoidal product. Since S is symmetric, this action satisfies that

˛.f ˝g/D . f̨ /˝g D f ˝ .˛g/

for all morphisms f and g in S and all ˛ 2 EndS.1/. The elements of EndS.1/ are
called scalars. For objects X and Y of S , the notation X ' Y means that X and Y

are isomorphic, ie that there is an invertible morphism X ! Y .
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2.1 Conventions

We will suppress in our formulas the associativity and unitality constraints of the
monoidal category S . This does not lead to ambiguity because by Mac Lane’s coherence
theorem (see [5]), all legitimate ways of inserting these constraints give the same results.
For any objects X1; : : : ;Xn with n� 2, we set

X1˝X2˝ � � �˝Xn D . � � � ..X1˝X2/˝X3/˝ � � �˝Xn�1/˝Xn

and similarly for morphisms.

2.2 Graphical conventions

Morphisms in S may be represented by diagrams to be read from bottom to top. We
discuss here the basics of this Penrose graphical calculus. The identity idX of an
object X of S , a morphism f W X ! Y in S and the composition of two morphisms
f W X ! Y and gW Y !Z may be graphically represented as follows:

idX D

X

; f D

X

Y

f and gf D

X

Y

f

g

Z

:

The monoidal product of two morphisms f W X!Y and gW U!V in S is represented
by juxtaposition:

f ˝ g D

X

f

Y

U

g

V

:

We can also use boxes with several strands attached to their horizontal sides. For
example, a morphism f W X ˝Y !A˝B˝C with X;Y;A;B;C 2 Ob.S/ may be
represented in various ways, such as

X

f

Y

A B C

or

X ˝ Y

f

A B ˝ C

or

X

f

Y

A ˝ B C

:

In accordance with conventions of Section 2.1, we ignore here the associativity con-
straint between the objects A˝B˝C D .A˝B/˝C and A˝.B˝C /. A box whose
lower/upper side has no attached strands represents a morphism with source/target 1.
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For example, morphisms ˛W 1! 1, ˇW 1!X and  W X ! 1 with X 2 Ob.S/ may
be represented by the diagrams

˛ ;

X

ˇ ;

X

 :

Every diagram which is S–colored as above determines a morphism in S obtained
as follows. First slice the diagram into horizontal strips so that each strip is made of
juxtaposition of vertical segments or boxes. Then, for each strip, take the monoidal
product of the morphisms associated to the vertical segments or boxes. Finally, compose
the resulting morphisms proceeding from the bottom to the top. For example, given
A;B;X;Y;Z 2Ob.S/ and morphisms f W Y !Z , gW B˝Z!1 and hW X!A˝B,
the diagram

g

fh

X

XZ

A

B

Y

represents the morphism

.idA˝g˝ idX /.h˝f ˝ idX /D ..idA˝g/.h˝f //˝ idX

from X ˝Y ˝X to A˝X.

The functoriality of the monoidal product implies that the morphism associated to an
S–colored diagram is independent of the way of cutting it into horizontal strips. It also
implies that we can push boxes lying on the same horizontal level up or down without
changing the morphism represented by the diagram. For example, for all morphisms
f W X ! Y and gW U ! V in S , we have

X

f

Y

U

g

V

D

X

f

Y

U

g

V

D

X

f

Y

U

g

V

which graphically expresses the formulas

f ˝g D .idY ˝g/.f ˝ idU /D .f ˝ idV /.idX ˝g/:
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Here and in the sequel, the equality sign between the diagrams means the equality of
the corresponding morphisms.

The symmetry �X ;Y W X ˝Y ! Y ˝X in S is depicted as

�X ;Y D
X

X Y

Y
:

The axioms of a symmetry are depicted as follows: for all X;Y;Z 2 Ob.S/,
X ˝ Y

X ˝ Y Z

Z
=

X Y

X Y Z

Z
,

X

X Y ˝ Z

Y ˝ Z
=

Y Z

Y Z X

X

,

Y

Y

X

X

XY =

YX

.

The naturality of � ensures that we can push boxes across a strand without changing
the morphism represented by the diagram: for any morphism f in S ,

replacements f
D

PSfrag

f
and

f
D

f
:

For a detailed treatment of the Penrose graphical calculus, we refer to [2] or [8].

2.3 Representation of the symmetric group

Recall that a symmetric monoidal category provides representations of the symmetric
groups. More precisely, the axioms of a symmetry imply that for any A 2 Ob.S/ and
n 2N, there is a unique group morphism

Sn! EndS.A
˝n/; � 7! P� ;

such that for all 1� i � n� 1, the transposition .i; iC1/ is mapped to

P.i;iC1/ D idA˝.i�1/ ˝ �A;A˝ idA˝.n�i�1/ :

2.4 Duality

Assume that S is left rigid, ie associated with any X 2 Ob.S/, there is an object
X � 2 Ob.S/, called the left dual of X, together with morphisms

evX W X
�
˝X ! 1 and coevX W 1!X ˝X �;
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respectively called left evaluation and left coevaluation, such that

.evX ˝idX �/.idX � ˝ coevX /D idX � and .idX ˝ evX /.coevX ˝idX /D idX :

The symmetry of S endows S with a canonical structure of a pivotal category with
right evaluation and right coevaluation associated to X 2 Ob.S/ defined respectively
by

eevX D evX �X ;X � W X ˝X �! 1 and ecoevX D �X ;X � coevX W 1!X �˝X:

Then S is spherical (meaning that the left and right traces induced by the (co)evaluation
morphisms coincide) and even ribbon (with trivial twist). The trace of an endomorphism
f 2 EndS.X / is

tr.f /D evX .idX � ˝f /ecoevX D eevX .f ˝ idX �/ coevX 2 EndS.1/:

The dimension of an object X is

dim.X /D tr.idX /D evX ecoevX D eevX coevX D evX �X ;X � coevX 2 EndS.1/:

The trace is symmetric: for any morphisms pW X ! Y and qW Y !X in S ,

tr.pq/D tr.qp/:

The trace and dimension are ˝–multiplicative:

tr.f ˝g/D tr.f / tr.g/ and dim.X ˝Y /D dim.X / dim.Y /

for any endomorphisms f and g in S and any objects X and Y of S .

2.5 Invertible objects

An object I of S is invertible if there is an object J of S such that I ˝ J ' 1 (or
equivalently J˝I '1 because S is symmetric). Then J is unique (up to isomorphism)
and is both a left and right dual of I. It follows directly from the definition that the
monoidal product of two (and so finitely many) invertible objects is an invertible object.
Consequently, the isomorphism classes of invertible objects form a group with the
multiplication induced by ˝ and the class of 1 as the identity element.

Let I be an invertible object of S . For all X;Y 2 Ob.S/, the map

HomS.X;Y /! HomS.X ˝ I;Y ˝ I/; f 7! f ˝ idI ;
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is bijective, with inverse

HomS.X ˝ I;Y ˝ I/! HomS.X;Y /; g 7! .idY ˝ /.g˝ idJ /.idX ˝ 
�1/;

where  W I ˝J ! 1 is an isomorphism. In particular, the map

EndS.1/! EndS.I/; ˛ 7! ˛ idI ;

is an isomorphism of monoids (and so EndS.I/ is commutative). We denote by h � iI
the inverse isomorphism: for any f 2EndS.I/, there is a unique hf iI 2EndS.1/ such
that

(1) f D hf iI idI :

For any invertible object I, since �I;I 2 EndS.I ˝ I/ with I ˝ I invertible, we can
consider the scalar

�I D h�I;I iI˝I 2 EndS.1/:

By definition,

(2) �I;I D �I idI˝I :

The involutivity of a symmetry implies that

(3) �2
I D 1:

A left (or a right) dual of an invertible object is invertible. Assume that S is left rigid
and endow S with the spherical structure canonically induced by the left duality and
symmetry (see Section 2.4). The uniqueness of a left dual (up to isomorphism) implies
that an object I of S is invertible if and only if the left evaluation evI W I

�˝I! 1 is an
isomorphism. Let I be an invertible object of S . Then its dimension dim.I/2EndS.1/

is invertible and

(4) dim.I/2 D 1:

Indeed, the facts that the dimension of objects is invariant under isomorphisms and is
˝–multiplicative imply that

1D dim.1/D dim.I�˝ I/D dim.I�/ dim.I/:

Then (4) follows from the fact that dim.I�/D dim.I/ by the sphericity of S . Note
that formulas (1) and (4) imply that for any f 2 EndS.I/,

hf iI D dim.I/ tr.f /:
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Furthermore, the scalar �I 2 EndS.1/ is computed by

�I D dim.I/:

Indeed, since S is ribbon with trivial twist, we have tr.�I;I /D dim.I/ and so

�I D h�I;I iI˝I D dim.I ˝ I/ tr.�I;I /D dim.I/3 D dim.I/:

2.6 Example of graded vector spaces

Let G be a group with unit element 1. Recall that a vector space V over a field k is
G –graded if it is decomposed as a direct sum

U D
M
g2G

Vg

of vector subspaces labeled by g 2 G. For g 2 G, the elements of Vg are said to
be homogeneous of degree g . For example, each h 2 G gives rise to a G–graded
k–vector space kh where .kh/hDk and .kh/g D 0 for all g 2G nfhg. We denote by
G–Vectk the category of G –graded k–vector spaces and k–linear grading-preserving
homomorphisms. We endow this category with the monoidal product defined on objects
by

U ˝V D
M
g2G

.U ˝V /g where .U ˝V /g D
M

h;j2G
hjDg

Uh˝k Vj ;

and on morphisms by f ˝ g D f ˝k g . For example, kg ˝ kh ' kgh for all
g; h 2 G. Then G–Vectk is a monoidal category with unit object 1 D k1 . The
group of isomorphism classes of invertible objects of G–Vectk is isomorphic to G. A
representative set of these classes is fkggg2G .

Assume that G is abelian. Any bicharacter �W G �G! k� D k n f0g of G such that
�.g; h/�.h;g/D 1 for all g; h 2G induces a symmetry for G–Vectk defined by

�U;V .u˝ v/D �.juj; jvj/v˝u;

where U and V are G –graded k–vector spaces, u 2 U and v 2 V are homogeneous
elements, and jxj 2 G is the degree of a homogeneous element x . We denote the
resulting symmetric monoidal category by G–Vect�k . Note that for any g 2 G, the
scalar (2) associated to the invertible object kg of G–Vect�k is computed by

�kg
D �.g;g/:
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2.7 Example of super-vector spaces

Let k be a field. By Section 2.6, the bicharacter � of the group Z=2ZD f0; 1g defined
by �.g; h/D .�1/gh gives rise to the symmetric monoidal category

SVectk D .Z=2Z/–Vect�k;

known as the category of super-vector spaces over k. Its symmetry is given by

�U;V .u˝ v/D .�1/jujjvjv˝u;

where U and V are objects of SVectk , u 2 U and v 2 V are homogeneous elements,
and jxj 2 f0; 1g is the degree of a homogeneous element x . The monoidal unit 1 of
SVectk is defined by k in degree 0 and 0 in degree 1. Denote by I the .Z=2Z/–
graded vector space defined by 0 in degree 0 and k in degree 1. Up to isomorphism,
1 and I are the only invertible objects of SVectk . Their associated scalars (2) are
�1 D 1 and �I D�1.

2.8 Hopf algebras

An algebra in S is an object A of S endowed with morphisms �W A˝A!A (the
product) and �W 1!A (the unit) such that

�.�˝ idA/D �.idA˝�/ and �.idA˝ �/D idA D �.�˝ idA/:

A coalgebra in S is an object C of S endowed with morphisms �W C ! C ˝C (the
coproduct) and "W C ! 1 (the counit) such that

.�˝ idC /�D .idC ˝�/� and .idC ˝ "/�D idC D ."˝ idC /�:

A bialgebra in S is an object A of S endowed with an algebra structure and a coalgebra
structure such that its coproduct � and counit " are algebra morphisms (or, equivalently,
such that its product � and unit � are coalgebra morphisms), ie

��D .�˝�/.idA˝ �A;A˝ idA/.�˝�/; ��D �˝�; "�D "˝ "; "�D id1:

An antipode for a bialgebra A is a morphism S W A!A in S such that

�.S ˝ idA/�D �"D �.idA˝S/�:

If it exists, an antipode is unique and is anti(co)multiplicative, ie

S�D ��A;A.S ˝S/; S�D �; �S D .S ˝S/�A;A�; "S D ":
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A Hopf algebra in S is a bialgebra in S which admits an invertible antipode. A Hopf
algebra A in S is called involutory if its antipode S satisfies S2 D idA .

Given a Hopf algebra A in S , we depict its product �, unit �, coproduct �, counit "
and the antipode S as follows:

�D ; �D ; �D ; "D ; S D :

Here, the underlying color of all the arcs is the object A.

For n 2N, we define recursively the morphisms

(5) �nW A
˝n
!A and �nW A!A˝n

as follows:
�0 D �; �1 D idA; �nC1 D �.�n˝ idA/;

�0 D "; �1 D idA; �nC1 D .�n˝ idA/�:

It follows from the (co)associativity and the (co)unitality of the (co)product that for all
n1; : : : ; nk 2N,

�n1C���Cnk
D �k.�n1

˝ � � �˝�nk
/ and �n1C���Cnk

D .�n1
˝ � � �˝�nk

/�k :

We will depict the morphisms �n and �n as

�n D g

n

and �n D

f n

:

2.9 Reverse and dual Hopf algebras

Denote by Srev the category opposite to S endowed with the opposite monoidal product.
Then Srev is a symmetric monoidal category with the symmetry induced by that of S .
For example, for any objects A;B;X;Y 2 Ob.Srev/D Ob.S/,

HomSrev.A˝SrevB;X ˝SrevY /D HomS.Y ˝X;B˝A/:

Let A be a Hopf algebra in S , with product �, unit �, coproduct �, counit " and
antipode S. Then A becomes a Hopf algebra in Srev with product �, unit ", coprod-
uct �, counit � and antipode S. This Hopf algebra in Srev is denoted by Arev and is
called the Hopf algebra reverse to A. If A is involutory, then so is Arev .
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Assume that S is left rigid (and so spherical; see Section 2.4). The left (co)evaluations
induce a dual functor ?�W Srev! S which is a symmetric monoidal equivalence. Thus,
if A is a Hopf algebra in S , then the image A� of Arev under this dual functor is a
Hopf algebra in S called the Hopf algebra dual to A. Explicitly, the product and the
coproduct of A� are

�A� D

A�

A�A�

coevA

evA

evA
; �A� D

A�

A�

A�

coevA

coevA

evA

;

and the unit, counit and antipode of A� are

�A� D

A�

coevA

; �A� D

A�

evA

; SA� D

A�

A�

coevA

evA

:

2.10 Example of a super-Hopf algebra

Let k be a field. Pick a positive integer n not divisible by the characteristic of k and
an element ! 2 k. Consider the k–algebra H n

! generated by t and � subject to the
relations

tn
D 1; � t D t�; �2

D !.t2
� 1/:

Note that H n
! is finite-dimensional (over k) with basis ftk ; � tkg0�k�n�1 and t is

invertible with inverse t�1 D tn�1 . By assigning the degrees

jt j D 0 and j� j D 1;

we obtain that H n
! is an algebra in the symmetric monoidal category SVectk of super-

vector k–spaces (see Section 2.7). Moreover, it becomes a Hopf algebra in SVectk
with coproduct �, counit " and antipode S given by

�.t/D t ˝ t; ".t/D 1; S.t/D t�1;

�.�/D t ˝ � C � ˝ 1; ".�/D 0; S.�/D�� t�1:

Since S2.t/D t and S2.�/D � , the Hopf algebra H n
! in SVectk is involutory.
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3 Heegaard diagrams and their tensors

3.1 Heegaard diagrams

By a circle on a surface †, we mean the image of an embedding S1 ,!†.

A Heegaard diagram is a triple D D .†;U ;L/ where

� † is a closed, connected and oriented surface of genus g � 1,

� U is a set of g pairwise disjoint circles on † such that †n
S

u2U u is connected,

� L is a set of g pairwise disjoint circles on † such that †n
S

l2L l is connected,

� each u 2 U is transverse to each l 2 L.

The circles in U (resp. L) are called the upper (resp. lower) circles of the diagram.
The last condition implies that the set

�S
u2U u

�
\
�S

l2L l
�

is finite. Its elements are
called the intersection points of D.

For u 2 U , we denote by juj the number of intersection points of D lying in u.
Likewise, for l 2 L, we denote by jl j the number of intersection points of D lying
in l . Then the total number of intersection points of D is computed byX

u2U

juj D
X
l2L

jl j:

3.2 Heegaard diagrams and 3–manifolds

Any Heegaard diagram gives rise to a closed connected oriented 3–manifold MD

defined as follows. Consider the 3–manifold † � Œ0; 1�. Glue a 2–handle along a
tubular neighborhood of each circle l�f0g with l 2L. Glue a 2–handle along a tubular
neighborhood of each circle u� f1g with u 2 U . The result is a compact, connected
3–manifold whose boundary is a number of spheres. We eliminate these spherical
boundary components by gluing in 3–balls to obtain MD . We endow MD with the
orientation extending the product orientation of †� Œ0; 1�.

Any closed connected oriented 3–manifold may be presented this way by a Heegaard
diagram. Moreover, the Reidemeister–Singer theorem asserts that two Heegaard di-
agrams give rise to homeomorphic oriented 3–manifolds if and only if one can be
obtained from the other by a finite sequence of four types of moves (and their inverses),
namely: a homeomorphism of the surface, an isotopy of the diagram (2–point move), a
stabilization and a handle slide (sliding a circle past another); see Section 4.6 for details.
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3.3 Oriented, based and ordered Heegaard diagrams

A Heegaard diagram is oriented if each lower/upper circle is oriented. A Heegaard
diagram is based if each lower/upper circle is endowed with a basepoint distinct from
the intersection points. A Heegaard diagram D D .†;U ;L/ is ordered if the sets U
and L are (fully) ordered.

The intersection points of an oriented Heegaard diagram D D .†;U ;L/ have a sign
defined as follows. Let c be an intersection point between an upper circle u and a
lower circle l . Then c is positive if .dcu; dcl/ is a positively oriented basis of † and
negative otherwise.

Let D D .†;U ;L/ be an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram. Then the set I of
intersection points of D inherits a total order from U as follows. For u 2 U , denote
by Iu the set of intersection points of D lying in u. Enumerating the elements of Iu

starting from the basepoint of u and following the orientation of u defines a total order
on Iu . Then I D

F
u2U Iu is endowed with the lexicographic order induced by the

order of U and that of Iu . In other words, for c 2 Iu and c0 2 Iu0 with u;u0 2 U , we
let c � c0 if u< u0 in U or if uD u0 and c � c0 in Iu . Similarly, replacing U with L,
we obtain another total order on the set I inherited from L.

3.4 Tensors associated to Heegaard diagrams using Hopf algebras

Let A be a Hopf algebra in a symmetric monoidal category S . Let D D .†;U ;L/ be
an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram. Following Kuperberg [3], we associate
to D a morphism in S ,

KA.D/W A
˝g
!A˝g;

where g is the genus of †, as follows. Denote by I the set of intersection points
of D. By Section 3.3, the set I inherits two total orders from U and L. Denote by IU
(resp. IL ) the set I endowed with the order induced by U (resp. L). Let N be the
cardinality of I. Consider the permutation � 2SN such that if an intersection point is
the i th element of IL , then it is the �.i/th element of IU . By Section 2.3, we derive
from � and the symmetry of S an automorphism

P� W A
˝N
!A˝N :

Set

SL D
O
c2IL

S�c W A˝N
!A˝N and SU D

O
c2IU

S�c W A˝N
!A˝N ;
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where S is the antipode of A and

�c D

�
0 if c is positive,
1 if c is negative.

Here (and in what follows), a monoidal product indexed by a fully ordered set is taken
following the order of the set of indices (as in Section 2.1). Note that the naturality of
symmetry and the definition of � imply that

P�SL D SUP� :

For l 2 L and u 2 U , consider the integers juj and jl j defined in Section 3.1 and the
morphisms �jlj and �juj defined in Section 2.8. Recall that N is computed by

N D
X
u2U

juj D
X
l2L

jl j:

Set

�L D
O
l2L

�jljW A
˝g
!A˝N and �U D

O
u2U

�jujW A
˝N
!A˝g:

Finally, define

(6) KA.D/D �UP�SL�L D �USUP��LW A
˝g
!A˝g:

3.5 Examples

(1) Let T DR2=Z2 be the torus with orientation induced by the counterclockwise
orientation of R2 . Consider the following circles on T :

uD
�

1
2
; 0
�
CR.0; 1/CZ2 and l DR.0; 1/CZ2:

Then D0 D .T ; fug; flg/ is a Heegaard diagram which represents S1 �S2 . Since D0

has no intersection points, we obtain that

KA.D0/D �0�0 D

for any choice for the orientations and basepoints of the circles.

(2) Consider as above the oriented torus T DR2=Z2 . Pick a positive integer p and
define the following circles on T :

uDR.1; 1=p/CZ2 and l DR.0; 1/CZ2:
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Then DpD .T ; fug; flg/ is a Heegaard diagram which represents the lens space L.p; 1/.
Clearly, it is ordered (since the sets of upper/lower circles are singletons). We provide
the circles u an l with the orientation induced by the standard orientation of R. We
endow u with the basepoint

�
1
2
; 1=.2p/

�
and l with the basepoint .0; 1=.2p//. Then

Dp is an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram with p intersection points which
are all positive The permutation associated to Dp is the identity and so we have
P.12���p/ D idA˝p . Then

KA.D/D �p �p D :

(3) Let us consider the following oriented based Heegaard diagram D D .†;U ;L/ of
genus 2, used by Poincaré to define his celebrated homology 3–sphere (see [6]):

D D
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4 5
5

6

6

7

7

a

a

b

b

c

c

d

d

e

e

l1

l1
l2

l2

u1

u2

†
:

This pictures represents the surface † cut along the lower circles l1 and l2 . The arrows
and the dots represent the orientations and basepoints of the circles. We order the sets
U D fu1;u2g and LD fl1; l2g by setting u1 < u2 and l1 < l2 . Then D is an ordered
oriented based Heegaard diagram. We have

l1\.u1[u2/Df1<2<3<4<5<6<7g; u1\.l1[l2/Df1<2<3<4<a<6<cg;

l2\.u1[u2/Dfa<b<c<d<eg; u2\.l1[l2/Dfb<7<d<e<5g:

Thus the set of intersection points ordered by L is

f1< 2< 3< 4< 5< 6< 7< a< b < c < d < eg
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and the set of intersection points ordered by U is

f1< 2< 3< 4< a< 6< c < b < 7< d < e < 5g:

Consequently, the permutation � 2S12 associated to D is the cycle

� D .5; 12; 11; 10; 7; 9; 8/:

Since the positive intersection points are 1, 2, 3, 4, d and e , and the negative ones
are 5, 6, 7, a, b and c , we obtain that

SL D idA˝4 ˝S˝6
˝ idA˝2 and SU D idA˝4 ˝S˝5

˝ idA˝2 ˝S:

Then

KA.D/D .�7˝�5/P�SL.�7˝�5/D .�7˝�5/SUP� .�7˝�5/W A
˝2
!A˝2:

Graphically,

KA.D/D :

4 Good pairs and 3–manifolds invariants

In this section, AD .A; �; �;�; ";S/ is an involutory Hopf algebra in a symmetric
monoidal category S with symmetry � . We derive a topological invariant of closed
oriented 3–manifolds by evaluating the morphisms (6) using so-called good pairs of A,
which we first define.

4.1 Good pairs

A good pair for A is a pair .�W A! I; �W I !A/ of morphisms in S , where I is
an invertible object of S , satisfying the following four axioms:

(GP1) ��D idI 2 EndS.I/. Graphically,

D :
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Here and in what follows, a black-colored strand is colored by the object A, a
red-colored strand is colored by the object I, and we depict the morphisms �
and � as

� D and �D :

(GP2) Setting H D .�˝ idA/.idA˝�/W A˝A!A˝A, we require that

.�˝�/H D �˝� and H.�˝�/D�˝�:

Graphically,

D and D :

(GP3) Setting �.�;�/ D h�S�iI 2 EndS.1/, we require that

�S D �.�;�/� and S�D �.�;�/�:

Graphically,

D �.�;�/ and D �.�;�/ :

(GP4) There is a morphism f W A!A in S such that

���A;A D ��.f ˝ idA/ and ��D .f ˝ idA/��:

Graphically,

replacements DPSfrag
f

and D

f

:

(GP5) There is a morphism hW A!A in S such that

�A;A��D .idA˝ h/�� and ��D ��.idA˝ h/:
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Graphically,

replacements DPSfrag

h

and D
h
:

In the next lemma, we note some properties of a good pair.

Lemma 1 Let .�;�/ be a good pair for A. Then:

(a) �2
.�;�/

D 1.

(b) Setting H 0 D .idA˝�/.�˝ idA/W A˝A!A˝A, we have

.�˝�/H 0 D �˝� and H 0.�˝�/D�˝�:

Graphically,

D and D :

(c) For any � 2 f0; 1g,

.idA˝fS�˝ idA/�3�D .idA˝S�˝ idA/�3�

where f is as in axiom (GP4). Graphically,

f

D and

f

D :

(d) For any � 2 f0; 1g,

��3.idA˝S�h˝ idA/D ��3.idA˝S�˝ idA/;
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where h is as in axiom (GP5). Graphically,

h
D and

h

D :

Proof Let us prove part (a). We have

1
.i/
D h��iI

.ii/
D h�S2�iI

.iii/
D �.�;�/h�S�iI

.iv/
D �2

.�;�/h��iI
.v/
D �2

.�;�/:

Here (i) and (v) follow from (GP1), (ii) from the involutivity of S, and (iii) and (iv)
from (GP3). Part (b) follows from axioms (GP2)–(GP3), part (a) and the fact that

H 0 D �A;A.S ˝S/H.S ˝S/�A;A:

Let us prove part (c) for � D 0. We have

.i/
D

.ii/
D h

.iii/
D h :

Here (i) and (iii) follow from the coassociativity of � and the naturality of � , and (ii)
from (GP5). Then

f
.i/
D

h

f

.ii/
D

h

f
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.iii/
D

h
.iv/
D

h

.v/
D :

Here (i) and (v) follow from the previous computation, (ii) from the naturality of �
and the coassociativity of �, (iii) from (GP4), and (iv) from the coassociativity of �.

Let us prove part (c) for �D1. It follows from the anticomultiplicativity and involutivity
of the antipode that

D :

Then

f

.i/
D

f

.ii/
D �.�;�/ f

.iii/
D �.�;�/

.iv/
D

.v/
D :

Here (i) and (v) follow from the previous equality, (ii) from (GP3) and the naturality
of � , (iii) from part (c) for � D 0, and (iv) from (GP3). This completes the proof of
part (c). Part (d) is proved similarly.
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4.2 Remark

Let �W A! I and �W I ! A be morphisms in S , where I is an invertible object
of S . Consider the reverse Hopf algebra Arev in Srev (see Section 2.9). Then it follows
directly from the definitions (by just rotating the diagrams by 180ı ) that .�;�/ is a
good pair of A if and only if .�; �/ is a good pair of Arev .

4.3 Invariants of 3–manifolds from good pairs

Let .�W A! I; �W I !A/ be a good pair of A. We associate to any oriented closed
connected 3–manifold M a scalar

�.�;�/.M / 2 EndS.1/

as follows. Pick a Heegaard diagram D D .†;U ;L/ of M. Endow each upper and
lower circle with an orientation and a basepoint, and pick (full) orders for the sets U
and L. Then D is an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram. According to the
recipe described in Section 3.4, the Hopf algebra A associates to D the morphism

KA.D/W A
˝g
!A˝g

in S , where g is the genus of the surface †. Then

�˝g
ıKA.D/ ı�

˝g
2 EndS.I

˝g/:

Since I˝g is invertible (because I is invertible), Section 2.5 yields a scalar

h�˝g
ıKA.D/ ı�

˝g
iI˝g 2 EndS.1/:

Recall the scalars �I and �.�;�/ from Sections 2.5 and 4.1, respectively, and let

.�;�/ D

�
1 if �I D �.�;�/ D 1,
2 otherwise.

Finally, set

�.�;�/.M /D h�˝g
ıKA.D/ ı�

˝g
i
.�;�/

I˝g 2 EndS.1/:

Theorem 1 �.�;�/.M / is a topological invariant of M.

We prove Theorem 1 in Section 4.6.

It follows from Section 3.5 that

�.�;�/.S
1
�S2/D h˛0i

.�;�/
I

and �.�;�/.L.p; 1//D h p̨i
.�;�/
I

;
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where p � 1 and

˛0 D D �� "�D ��0�0�; ˛p D D ��p�p�:

In particular, since S3 D L.1; 1/ and h˛1iI D h��1�1�iI D h��iI D hidI iI D 1,
we obtain that

�.�;�/.S
3/D 1:

Also, denoting by PO the Poincaré homology sphere, we have

�.�;�/.PO/D hˇi
.�;�/

I ˝I
; where ˇ D :

4.4 Remarks

(1) Let us consider the case where S is the category vectk of finite-dimensional
vector spaces over a field k, that is, where A is a finite-dimensional involutory Hopf
algebra over k. Assume that dim.A/1k is invertible in k. Let M be an oriented,
closed, connected 3–manifold. Denote by KuA.M / the Kuperberg invariant of M

derived from A; see [3]. Then KuA.M / is recovered from Theorem 1 as follows.
The involutivity of the antipode of A and the invertibility of dim.A/1k imply that
A has a two-sided integral ƒ 2 Homk.k;A/ D A and a two-sided cointegral � 2
Homk.A;k/DA� such that �.ƒ/D 1k . Then .ƒ; �/ is a good pair for A such that
.ƒ;�/ D 1 (because �k D �.ƒ;�/ D 1) and

KuA.M /D �.ƒ;�/.M /:

(2) Let T be a symmetric monoidal category and F W S! T be a symmetric monoidal
equivalence. In particular, F.A/ is an involutory Hopf algebra in T . It follows from
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the definitions that if .�;�/ is a good pair of A, then .F.�/;F.�// is a good pair
of F.A/ and, for any oriented closed 3–manifold M,

�.F.�/;F.�//.M /D �.�;�/.M /:

(3) Let .�;�/ be a good pair of A. Consider the reverse Hopf algebra Arev in Srev

(see Section 2.9). By Section 4.2, .�; �/ is a good pair of Arev . Then, for any oriented
closed 3–manifold M,

�.�;�/.M /D �.�;�/.M /:

This follows from the fact that if DD .†;U ;L/ is an ordered, oriented, based Heegaard
diagram, then

KArev.D/DKA.D
rev/;

where DrevD .�†;Lop;Uop/ is the ordered, oriented, based Heegaard diagram obtained
from D by reversing the orientation of †, reversing the orientations of the upper/lower
circles while keeping their basepoints intact, exchanging the lower and upper circles,
and taking the opposite order for U and L.

(4) Assume that S is left rigid and let .�;�/ be a good pair of A. Consider the dual
Hopf algebra A� in S (see Section 2.9). The previous two remarks, together with the
fact that the dual functor ?�W Srev! S is a symmetric monoidal equivalence, imply
that .��; ��/ is a good pair of A� and, for any oriented closed 3–manifold M,

�.��;��/.M /D �.�;�/.M /:

(5) As remarked by Andrew Casson (see Kuperberg [4, Proposition 2.5]), the sets of
upper and lower circles of an oriented Heegaard diagram have canonical sign-orderings.1

Here canonical means that the sign-ordering is preserved by handle slide and reversed
if the orientation of a Heegaard circle is reversed. If instead of picking an arbitrary
ordering for the sets of upper and lower circles we take this sign ordering, then the
definition of �.�;�/.M / may be slightly improved by redefining .�;�/ as follows:

.�;�/ D

�
1 if �.�;�/ D 1,
2 otherwise.

Note that this definition of .�;�/ differs from that given in Section 4.3 only in the case
�I ¤ 1D �.�;�/ . The definition of .�;�/ given in Section 4.3 avoids the computation
of the canonical sign-orderings.

1A sign-ordering of a finite set is an orbit of the alternating group acting on the set of full orderings of
the set.
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4.5 Example

Let k be a field, n be a positive integer not divisible by the characteristic of k and
! 2k. Consider the Hopf algebra H n

! in the category SVectk of super-k–vector spaces
defined in Section 2.10. By Section 2.7, the .Z=2Z/–graded vector space I defined
by 0 in degree 0 and k in degree 1 is invertible and �I D�1. Define morphisms

�W H n
!! I and �W I !H n

!

by setting, for 0� k � n� 1,

�.tk/D 0; �.� tk/D
1

n
1k and �.1k/D �.1C t C � � �C tn�1/:

Then .�;�/ is a good pair for H n
! (see Section 5.5 below) for which �.�;�/ D �1

and so .�;�/ D 2. Using this good pair, we obtain

�.�;�/.S
3/D 1; �.�;�/.S

1
�S2/D 0; �.�;�/.L.p; 1//Dp2; �.�;�/.PO/D 1;

where p � 1 and PO is the Poincaré homology sphere.

4.6 Proof of Theorem 1

Let DD .†;U ;L/ be a genus g Heegaard diagram of an oriented, closed, connected 3–
manifold M. As in Section 4.3, endow each upper and lower circle with an orientation
and a basepoint, and pick (full) orders for the sets U and L, so that D becomes an
ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram. Recall that

�.�;�/.M /D h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g ; where ‡D D �
˝g
ıKA.D/ ı�

˝g:

First, suppose that we change the orientation of an upper circle u0 2 U into its opposite.
This transforms D into an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram D0. Using the
notation of Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we have

KA.D/D

�O
u2U

�jujSu

�
P��L; where Su D

O
c2Iu

S�c :

Note that changing the orientation of u0 transforms the order of Iu0
into its opposite

and transforms the positive/negative intersection points in u0 into negative/positive
ones. Also, the involutivity of S implies that for � 2 f0; 1g,

S1��
D SS�� D SS� :
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Thus KA.D
0/ is obtained from KA.D/ by replacing �ju0j

Su0
with

�ju0j
P!S˝ju0jSu0

;

where the permutation ! 2 Sju0j
is defined by !.i/ D ju0j � i C 1. Now the anti-

multiplicativity of the antipode S implies that

�ju0j
P!S˝ju0jSu0

D S�ju0j
Su0

:

Thus, by axiom (GP3) of a good pair, we obtain that

‡D0 D �.�;�/‡D :

Now �
.�;�/
.�;�/

D 1 by the definition of .�;�/ and Lemma 1(a). Consequently,

h‡D0i
.�;�/

I˝g D �
.�;�/
.�;�/

h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g D h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g :

This proves the invariance under the choice of orientation for the upper circles. The
invariance under the choice of orientation for the lower circles is proved similarly.

Second, let us prove the invariance under the change of the basepoint of an upper circle
u0 2 U . Clearly, KA.D/ (and so ‡D ) remains unchanged if we choose the basepoint
within the same connected component of u0 n Iu0

. Thus we only need to consider the
case where ju0j � 2 and the basepoint of u0 is changed by picking it in the previous
connected component of u0nIu0

(the set of connected components of u0nIu0
inherits

a cyclic order from the orientation of u0 ). This transforms D into an ordered, oriented,
based Heegaard diagram D0. The change of the basepoint modifies cyclically the order
of Iu0

(the last element becoming the first one) and keeps the positivity/negativity of
the intersection points intact. Thus KA.D

0/ is obtained from

KA.D/D

�O
u2U

�juj

�
P�SL�L

by replacing �ju0j
with

�ju0j
�A;A˝.ju0j�1/ :

Now, using the morphism f provided by axiom (GP4) of a good pair, we have

��ju0j
�A;A˝.ju0j�1/

.i/
D ��.�.ju0j�1/˝ idA/�A;A˝.ju0j�1/

.ii/
D ���A;A.idA˝�.ju0j�1//

.iii/
D ��.f ˝�.ju0j�1//

.iv/
D ��ju0j

.f ˝ idA˝.ju0j�1//:
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Here (i) and (iv) follow from the associativity of �, (ii) from the naturality of � , and
(iii) from axiom (GP4). Thus ‡D0 is obtained from

‡D D

�O
u2U

��juj

�
P�SL�L�

˝g

by replacing ��ju0j
with

��ju0j
.f ˝ idA˝.ju0j�1//:

Consequently,

‡D0 D �
˝g�U .idA˝m ˝f ˝ idA˝n/P�SL�L�

˝g

for some nonnegative integers m and n. Using the naturality of � and Lemma 1(c),
we obtain (by sliding down f ) that ‡D0 D ‡D . This proves the invariance under the
choice of the basepoint for the upper circles. The invariance under the choice of the
basepoint for the lower circles is proved similarly, using axiom (GP5) of a good pair
and Lemma 1(d).

Third, let us prove the invariance under the choice of an order for U . Since the trans-
positions between consecutive numbers generate the symmetric group, we only need
to consider the case where we modify the order of U by exchanging two consecutive
upper circles u0 < u1 . This transforms D into an ordered, oriented, based Heegaard
diagram D0. Then KA.D

0/ is obtained from

KA.D/D

�O
u2U

�juj

�
P�SL�L

by replacing �ju0j
˝�ju1j

with

.�ju1j
˝�ju0j

/�A˝ju0j;A˝ju1j :

Now the naturality of � and (2) imply that

.��ju1j
˝��ju0j

/�A˝ju0j;A˝ju1j D �I;I .��ju0j
˝��ju1j

/D �I .��ju0j
˝��ju1j

/:

Thus ‡D0 is obtained from

‡D D

�O
u2U

��juj

�
P�SL�L�

˝g

by replacing ��ju0j
˝��ju1j

with

�I .��ju0j
˝��ju1j

/:
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Consequently, ‡D0 D �I ‡D . Since �.�;�/
I

D 1 by the definition of .�;�/ and (3),
we conclude that

h‡D0i
.�;�/

I˝g D �
.�;�/
I

h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g D h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g :

This proves the invariance under the choice of an order for U . The invariance under
the choice of an order for L is proved similarly.

It remains to prove that h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g does not depend on the choice of the Heegaard
diagram D D .†;U ;L/ representing M. The Reidemeister–Singer theorem (see
[7, Theorem 8] or [3, Theorem 4.1]) asserts that two Heegaard diagrams for M give
rise to homeomorphic oriented 3–manifolds if and only if one can be obtained from
the other by a finite sequence of four types of moves (and their inverse), namely
(I) homeomorphism of the surface, (II) isotopy of the diagram, (III) stabilization, and
(IV) sliding a circle past another circle (both upper or both lower). Let us prove the
invariance under these moves:

Type I By using an orientation-preserving homeomorphism from † to a (closed,
connected and oriented) surface †0, the upper (resp. lower) circles on † are carried to
the upper (resp. lower) circles on †0 to obtain a Heegaard diagram D0 D .†0;U 0;L0/.
We endow each upper and lower circle of D0 with an orientation and a basepoint
and pick orders for the sets U 0 and L0 in such a way that they are preserved by the
homeomorphism. Clearly, KA.D

0/DKA.D/ and so h‡ 0
D
i
.�;�/

I˝g D h‡Di
.�;�/

I˝g .

Type II We isotope the lower circles of D relative to the upper circles. If this isotopy
is in general position, it reduces to a sequence of the following two-point moves with
u 2 U and l 2 L:

u u

l l

:

Note that one of the added intersection points is positive and the other one is negative.
We can consider that these two circles are oriented so that the invariance is a consequence
of the equalities

F G
.i/
D F G
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.ii/
D

PSfrag
F G

.iii/
D BA

where F and G are morphisms between monoidal powers of A (built of the symmetry
of S and the structural morphisms of the Hopf algebra A). Here (i) follows from the
(co)associativity of the (co)product, (ii) from the axiom of the antipode, and (iii) from
the (co)unitality of the (co)product.

Type III We remove a disk from † which is disjoint from all upper and lower circles
and replace it by a punctured torus with one upper circle and one lower circle. One of
them corresponds to the standard meridian and the other to the standard longitude of
the added torus:

D D :

The added upper and lower circles are endowed with basepoints arbitrarily and are
oriented in such a way that the added intersection point is positive. Then the invariance
follows from the equality h��iI D hidI i D 1 which is a direct consequence of axiom
(GP1) of a good pair.

Type IV Let us slide an upper circle u1 past an upper circle u2 . We can assume that
u1 and u2 are consecutive with u1 < u2 . Let b be a band on † which connects u1

to u2 outside the intersection points (meaning that bW I � I ,! † is an embedding
such that b.I � I/\ui D b.fig � I/� ui n Iui

for i 2 f1; 2g, where I D Œ1; 2�) and
does not cross any other circle. The circle u1 is replaced by

u01 D u1 #b u2 D u1[u2[ b.I � @I/ n b.@I � I/:
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The circle u2 is replaced by a copy u0
2

of itself which is slightly isotoped so that it has
no point in common with u0

1
. The new circles u0

1
and u0

2
inherit the orientations and

basepoints from u1 and u2 , respectively. We choose the basepoints and orientations
of u1 and u2 so that the move becomes

u1 u2 u0
1

u0
2

b

where the small arcs represents the parts of the lower circles intersecting the involved
upper circles and the orientation of the band is induced by that of †. This transforms D

into an ordered oriented based Heegaard diagram D0. Let

Iu2
D fc1 < � � �< cng and Iu0

2
D fc01 < � � �< c0ng;

where n D ju2j. For 1 � i � n, set �i D �ci
(in the notation of Section 3.4). Note

that �c0
i
D �i since the intersection points ci and c0i have the same positivity. For any

� 2 f0; 1g, define

ı� D �
�
A;A�D

�
� if � D 0,
�A;A� if � D 1.

It follows from the definitions and the coassociativity of the coproduct that KA.D
0/ is

obtained from

KA.D/D

�O
u2U

�jujSu

�
P��L

by replacing �ju1j
Su1
˝�ju2j

Su2
with

S�1 S�1S�n S�n

Su1

ı�1
ı�n

:
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Now

S�1 S�1S�n S�n

ı�1
ı�n

.i/
D

S�1 S�n

.ii/
D

Su2

:

Here (i) follows from the equality .S� ˝S�/ı� D�S� (which is a consequence of
the anticomultiplicativity of S ) and (ii) from the multiplicativity of �. Thus KA.D

0/

is obtained from KA.D/ by replacing �ju1j
Su1
˝�ju2j

Su2
with

Su1
Su2

D H.�ju1jSu1
˝�ju2jSu2

/;

where H D .�˝ idA/.idA ˝�/. Consequently, the equality .� ˝ �/H D � ˝ �

from axiom (GP2) of a good pair implies that �˝gKA.D
0/ D �˝gKA.D/, and so

‡D0 D‡D . This proves the invariance under sliding an upper circle past another upper
circle. The invariance under sliding a lower circle past another lower circle is proved
similarly using the equality H.�˝�/D�˝� from axiom (GP2). This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.

5 Good pairs from (co)integrals

In this section, S D .S;˝; 1/ is a symmetric monoidal category with symmetry � D
f�X ;Y W X ˝Y ! Y˝gX ;Y 2Ob.S/ . We derive good pairs from integrals and cointegrals,
which we first define.

5.1 Integrals and cointegrals

Consider a bialgebra A D .A; �; �;�; "/ in S . A left integral of A is a morphism
ƒW I !A in S such that

�.idA˝ƒ/D "˝ƒ:
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Similarly, a right integral of A is a morphism ƒW I !A such that

�.ƒ˝ idA/Dƒ˝ ":

A left cointegral of A is a morphism �W A! I such that

.idA˝�/�D �˝�:

Similarly, a right cointegral of A is a morphism �W A! I such that

.�˝ idA/�D �˝ �:

A left/right integral ƒW I !A is universal if any left/right integral X !A factorizes
as ƒf for a unique morphism f W X ! I. Similarly, a left/right cointegral �W A! I

is universal if any left/right cointegral A!X factorizes as g� for a unique morphism
gW I !X.

We note two properties of (co)integrals of the bialgebra A (easily deduced from the
definitions). First, multiplying a left/right integral of A with an element of EndS.1/

gives left/right integrals of A and similarly for cointegrals. Second, suppose that A is
a Hopf algebra with antipode S. Then a morphism ƒW I !A is a left/right integral
of A if and only if Sƒ is a right/left integral of A, and in this case ƒ is universal if
and only if Sƒ is universal. Similarly, a morphism �W A! I is a left/right cointegral
of A if and only if �S is a right/left cointegral of A, and in this case � is universal if
and only if �S is universal.

5.2 Distinguished morphisms

Let AD .A; �; �;�; ";S/ be a Hopf algebra in S . We assume:

(A1) There exist an invertible object I of S , a universal left integral ƒW I !A of A

and a universal right cointegral �W A! I of A such that �ƒD idI .

Graphically,

(7) ƒ
D ƒ ;

�
D � ;

�

ƒ
D :

Here (and below) the color of a black strand is A and that of a red strand is I. Note that
the assumption (A1) is satisfied for example when S is left rigid and all idempotents
in S split (see [1, Theorem 3.3]).
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The coassociativity of the coproduct � implies that the morphism

�0 D .idA˝�/�W A!A˝ I

is a right cointegral of A. It follows from the universality of � and the bijection
HomS.1;A/' HomS.I;A˝ I/ that there is a unique morphism gW 1!A such that
�0 D .g˝ idI /�D g˝�, that is,

(8)
�

D g � :

It follows from the uniqueness of the factorization through a universal cointegral that
the morphism g is grouplike, that is,

�g D g˝g and "g D 1:

It is called the distinguished grouplike element of A.

Likewise, the universality of the integral ƒ imply the existence of a unique morphism
˛W A! 1 such that

(9) ƒ
D ƒ ˛ :

Then ˛ is an algebra morphism, meaning that

˛�D ˛˝˛ and ˛�D 1:

It is called the distinguished algebra morphism of A.

The set HomS.1;A/ is a monoid with product .x;y/ 7! �.x˝ y/ and with unit �.
The axioms of an antipode imply that g is invertible in HomS.1;A/ with inverse
computed by g�1 D Sg . Similarly, the set HomS.A; 1/ is a monoid, with product
.f;g/ 7! .f ˝g/� and with unit ", in which ˛ is invertible with inverse ˛�1 D ˛S.

The distinguished grouplike element g is said to be central if

�.g˝ idA/D �.idA˝g/:

Note that this implies that g is a central element of the monoid HomS.1;A/. Likewise,
the distinguished algebra morphism ˛ is said to be central if

.˛˝ idA/�D .idA˝˛/�:
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Note that this implies that ˛ is a central element of the monoid HomS.A; 1/.

Lemma 2 Assume that A is involutory. Then:

(a) ˛g D 1. More generally, ˛kgl D 1 for all k; l 2 Z.

(b) ��.idA˝g/D ��.g˝ idA/D �I�S. Graphically,

PSfrag

g

�

D

g

�

D �I

�

:

(c) .˛˝ idA/�ƒD .idA˝˛/�ƒD �I Sƒ. Graphically,

PSfrag

˛

ƒ

D

˛

ƒ

D �I

ƒ

:

(d) ���A;A D ��..˛˝ idA/�˝ idA/. Graphically,

�

D ˛

�

:

(e) �A;A�ƒD .idA˝�.idA˝g//�ƒ. Graphically,

ƒ

D
g

ƒ

:

(f) g is central if and only if ˛ is central. Graphically,

replacements g DPSfrag g ”
˛

D
˛
:

We prove Lemma 2 in Section 5.7.
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5.3 Good pairs from integrals

Let AD .A; �; �;�; ";S/ be an involutory Hopf algebra in S . We assume that the
assumption (A1) of Section 5.2 is satisfied, ie that there are a universal left integral
ƒW I !A and a universal right cointegral �W A! I of A, where I is an invertible
object of S , such that �ƒD idI . Let us consider the distinguished grouplike element
g 2 HomS.1;A/ and the distinguished algebra morphism ˛ 2 HomS.A; 1/ of A (see
Section 5.2).

In addition to the assumption (A1), we also assume:

(A2) The category S is preadditive (meaning that each Hom set has the structure
of an abelian group, and composition and monoidal product of morphisms is
biadditive).

(A3) The distinguished morphisms g and ˛ have finite order (in the respective
monoids HomS.1;A/ and HomS.A; 1/).

(A4) The orders of g and ˛ are invertible in EndS.1/.

(A5) The distinguished grouplike element g is central or, equivalently, the distin-
guished algebra morphism ˛ is central (see Lemma 2(f)).

Denote by m and n the orders of g and ˛ , respectively. Set

� D
1

m

m�1X
kD0

��.idA˝gk/W A! I and �D
1

n

n�1X
lD0

.˛l
˝ idA/�ƒW I !A:

Graphically,

� D
1

m

m�1X

kD0 gk

�

and �D
1

n

n�1X

lD0

˛l

ƒ

:

Theorem 2 The pair .�;�/ is a good pair of A with �.�;�/ D �I .

We prove Theorem 2 in Section 5.8.

5.4 Remarks

(1) Assume that the assumption (A1) is satisfied (recall this is the case when S is left
rigid and all idempotents in S split). If S is k–linear, where k is a field (meaning
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that each Hom set is a k–vector space and the composition and monoidal product
are k–linear), and if HomS.1;A/ and HomS.A; 1/ are finite-dimensional, then the
assumptions (A2) and (A3) are satisfied.

(2) The assumption (A2) implies that EndS.1/ is a (commutative) ring. If this ring is
a field of characteristic zero, then the assumption (A4) is satisfied.

(3) If g D � or ˛ D ", then the assumption (A5) is satisfied. If g D � then � D �,
and if ˛ D " then �Dƒ.

(4) The assumption (A5) cannot be deduced from the assumptions (A1)–(A4), as is
shown in Section 5.6 below.

5.5 Example

Let k be a field, n be a positive integer not divisible by the characteristic of k, and
! 2 k. Consider the Hopf algebra H n

! in S D SVectk defined in Section 2.10. Recall
that the .Z=2Z/–graded vector space I defined by 0 in degree 0 and k in degree 1 is
an invertible object of SVectk such that �I D�1. Define the morphisms

�W H n
!! I and ƒW I !H n

!

by setting, for 0� k � n� 1,

�.tk/D 0; �.� tk/D ık;01k and ƒ.1k/D �.1C t C � � �C tn�1/:

Then � is a universal right cointegral of H n
! and ƒ is a universal two-sided integral

of H n
! such that �ƒD idI . The distinguished grouplike element of H n

! is the morphism
gW 1!H n

! defined by
g.1k/D t:

It has order n in HomS.1;H n
!/. The distinguished algebra morphism of H n

! is ˛ D "
and has order 1 in HomS.H

n
! ; 1/. The assumptions (A1)–(A5) are satisfied. Theorem 2

yields a good pair .�;�/ of H n
! given by

� D
1

n

n�1X
kD0

��.idH n
!
˝gk/ and �D .˛0

˝ idH n
!
/�ƒDƒ:

For 0� k � n� 1, we obtain

�.tk/D 0 and �.� tk/D
1

n
1k:

Note that the good pair .�;�/ is that used in Section 4.5.
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5.6 Example

The following example shows that the assumption (A5) is independent of assumptions
(A1)–(A4).

Let nD .n1; n2/ be a pair of positive integers with the greatest common divisor d . Let
k be a field and ! 2 k be a d th root of unity. Consider the k–algebra An

! generated
by t1 , t2 , �1 and �2 subject to the relations

t
n1

1
D 1D t

n2

2
; t1�1 D �1t1; t1�2 D ! �2t1; t1t2 D t2t1;

�2
1 D 0D �2

2 ; t2�2 D �2t2; t2�1 D !
�1�1t2; �1�2 D�! �2�1:

Note that An
! is finite-dimensional (over k) with basis

ftk
1 t l

2; �1tk
1 t l

2; �2tk
1 t l

2; �1�2tk
1 t l

2g0�k<n1;0�l<n2

and that ti is invertible with the inverse t�1
i D t

ni�1
i for i 2 f1; 2g. By assigning the

degrees
jt1j D jt2j D 0 and j�1j D j�2j D 1;

we obtain that An
! is an algebra in the category S D SVectk of super-k–vector spaces.

Moreover, it becomes an involutory Hopf algebra in S with coproduct �, counit " and
antipode S given for all i 2 f1; 2g by

�.ti/D ti ˝ ti ; ".ti/D 1; S.ti/D t�1
i ;

�.�i/D ti ˝ �i C �i ˝ 1; ".�i/D 0; S.�i/D��i t
�1
i :

Recall that the monoidal unit 1 of S is defined by k in degree 0 and 0 in degree 1.
Define the morphisms

�W An
!! 1 and ƒW 1!An

!

by setting

�.tk
1 t l

2/D �.�1tk
1 t l

2/D �.�2tk
1 t l

2/D 0; �.�1�2tk
1 t l

2/D ık;0 ıl;0 1k

and
ƒ.1k/D

X
0�k<n1

0�l<n2

!k�l �1�2tk
1 t l

2:

Then � is a universal right cointegral of An
! and ƒ is a universal left integral of An

!

such that �ƒD id1 . The distinguished grouplike element gW 1!An
! of An

! is defined
by

g.1k/D t1t2:
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Its order in HomS.1;An
!/ is the least common multiple mD n1n2=d of n1 and n2 .

The distinguished algebra morphism ˛W An
!! 1 of An

! is defined by

˛.t1/D !
�1; ˛.t2/D !; ˛.�1/D ˛.�2/D 0:

It has order d in HomS.A
n
! ; 1/. Thus, the assumptions (A1)–(A4) are satisfied for An

! .
Moreover, the assumption (A5) is satisfied (ie g is central) if and only if ! D 1k .
Consequently, if ! ¤ 1k , then the assumptions (A1)–(A4) are satisfied while the
assumption (A5) is not.

5.7 Proof of Lemma 2

We first state and prove several claims.

Claim 1 The following equalities hold :

(a) .�˝ idA/.idA˝�/D .idA˝�/.�A;A˝ idA/.S˝��/.�A;A�˝ idA/. Graph-
ically,

D :

(b) .idA˝�/.�˝ idA/D .�˝ idA/.idA˝ �A;A/.��˝S/.idA˝ �A;A�/. Graph-
ically,

D :

(c) .idA˝�/.�A;A˝ idA/.idA˝�/D .�˝ idA/.S˝��/.�˝ idA/. Graphically ,

D :
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(d) .�˝ idA/.idA˝�A;A/.�˝ idA/D .idA˝�/.��˝S/.idA˝�/. Graphically ,

D :

Proof The claim is proved by expanding (in the right-hand side of the equalities) ��
using the multiplicativity of the coproduct, ie as

��D .�˝�/.idA˝ �A;A˝ idA/.�˝�/;

and then using the naturality of � , the (co)associativity and (co)unitality of the
(co)product, the axiom of the antipode asserting that

�.idA˝S/�D � "D �.S ˝ idA/�;

and the involutivity of the antipode implying that

��A;A.idA˝S/�D � "D ��A;A.S ˝ idA/�:

This latter assertion is proved as follows:

��A;A.idA˝S/�
.i/
D ��A;A.S

2
˝S/�

.ii/
D S�.S ˝ idA/�

.iii/
D S� "

.iv/
D � ":

Here (i) follows from involutivity of S, (ii) from the multiplicativity of S, (iii) from
the axiom of S, and (iv) from the unitality of S.

Claim 2 The following equalities hold:

(a) .��˝ idA/.idA˝�ƒ/D �A;I .S ˝ idI /. Graphically,

�

ƒ

D :
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(b) .idA˝��/.�ƒ˝ idA/D �I;A.idI ˝�.g˝ idA/S.idA˝˛/�/. Graphically,

�

ƒ

D
g ˛

:

(c) .idA˝��/.�A;A˝ idA/.idA˝�ƒ/D .�.S ˝g//˝ idI . Graphically,

PSfrag

�

ƒ

D g :

(d) .��˝ idA/.idA˝ �A;A/.�ƒ˝ idA/D idI ˝ ..˛˝S/�/. Graphically,

PSfrag

�

ƒ

D
˛

:

Proof The claim is proved by composing the equalities of Claim 1 with �˝ idA or
idA ˝ � on the left and with ƒ˝ idA or idA ˝ƒ on the right, and then using the
naturality of � and the properties (7), (8) and (9).

Define the morphisms

�D
replacements

g

�

D ��.idA ˝ g/ and � D

g

�

D ��.g ˝ idA/:

Claim 3 �D �I �S:
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Proof We have

�

g

.i/
D

��

ƒ

.ii/
D

�

�ƒ

.iii/
D

� .iv/
D �I

�

:

Here (i) follows from Claim 2(c) and the fact that S�1 D S, (ii) from the naturality
of � and the fact that � is a right cointegral, (iii) from the unitality of �, the fact that
�ƒ D idI and the naturality of � , and (iv) from (2). Thus �˝ idI D �I �S ˝ idI .
Since the map ?˝ idI is bijective because the object I is invertible (see Section 2.5),
we deduce that �D �I �S.

Claim 4 �D �I˛g �S:

Proof Consider the morphism

! D g ˛ D �.g ˝ idA/S.idA ˝˛/�:

The fact that g is grouplike implies that !g D ˛g �. We have

�

g

.i/
D

�

g .ii/
D

�� �

ƒ

g

.iii/
D

�

!g

.iv/
D ˛g

�
.v/
D �I˛g

�

:
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Here (i) follows from the properties of the symmetry � and the involutivity of S, (ii)
from Claim 2(a), (iii) from Claim 2(b), (iv) from the naturality of � and fact that
!gD ˛g �, and (v) from the unitality of � and (2). Thus idI ˝�D idI ˝ .�I˛g �S/

and so �D �I˛g �S (because I is invertible).

Claim 5 ˛g D 1:

Proof Claims 3 and 4 imply that �I˛g �S D �I �S. Now, by Section 5.1, the
morphism �S is a universal left cointegral (because � is a universal right cointegral).
Thus �I˛g D �I . Consequently, using (3), we deduce that ˛g D 1.

Claim 6 � D �:

Proof The morphism � is a universal left cointegral since � D �I �S by Claim 3,
�S is a universal left cointegral (because � is a universal right cointegral) and the
scalar �I is invertible by (3). Now, we have

replacements

�

g
.i/
D

PSfrag

�
g�1

g

.ii/
D

�
g�1

g

.iii/
D

�

g

:

Here (i) follows from the fact that g is grouplike, (ii) from the multiplicativity of �, and
(iii) from (8). Thus .idA˝ �/�D �˝ � , that is, � is a left cointegral. The universality
of � and the bijection EndS.I/' EndS.1/ imply that there is a scalar x 2 EndS.1/

such that � D x �. Now (7) and the fact that g is grouplike imply that

�ƒD ��.g˝ƒ/D "g �ƒD idI :

Also, (9) and Claim 5 imply that

�ƒD ��.ƒ˝g/D ˛g �ƒD idI :

Consequently, composing the equality � D x � with ƒ on the right gives idI D x idI

and so x D 1. Therefore � D �.
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Claim 7 The map ‰W HomS.A˝A; I/! HomS.A˝ I; I ˝A/, defined by

‰.e/D
PSfrag

ƒ

e

D .e ˝ idA/.idA ˝�ƒ/

for any e 2 HomS.A˝A; I/, is injective.

Proof Define a map ˆW HomS.A˝I; I˝A/!HomS.A˝I˝A; I˝I/ by setting

ˆ.z/D
PSfrag

�

z

D .idI ˝��/.z ˝ idA/

for any z 2 HomS.A˝ I; I ˝A/. Then, for all e 2 HomS.A˝A; I/,

ˆ‰.e/
.i/
D

�

ƒ

e

.ii/
D

e

!

; where ! D g ˛ :

Here (i) follows from the definitions of ‰ and ˆ and (ii) from Claim 2(b). Now ! is
an isomorphism because S is invertible (as a morphism), g is invertible in the monoid
HomS.1;A/ and ˛ is invertible in the monoid HomS.A; 1/. The facts that ! and �I;A
are isomorphisms and I is an invertible object imply that ˆ‰ is injective. Hence, the
map ‰ is injective.

We now prove Lemma 2. The first assertion of part (a) is Claim 5, from which the
second assertion is deduced by using the facts that g is grouplike and ˛ is an algebra
morphism. Part (b) is Claims 3 and 6. Part (c) is just part (b) applied to the reverse
Hopf algebra Arev in Srev (see Section 2.9). Indeed, � is a left integral and ƒ is a
right cointegral of Arev such that ƒ�D idI (in Srev ), ˛ is the distinguished grouplike
element of Arev and g is the distinguished algebra morphism of Arev . Let us prove
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part (d). Set

d D
replacements

�

D ���A;A and e D ˛

�

D .˛˝��/.�˝ idA/:

We need to prove that d D e . With the notation of Claim 7, we have

‰.d/
.i/
D

PSfrag

�

ƒ

.ii/
D

�

ƒ

.iii/
D

˛

.iv/
D

˛

.v/
D

�

ƒ

˛

.vi/
D ‰.e/:

Here (i) and (vi) follow from the definitions of ‰ , (ii) from the properties of the
symmetry � , (iii) from Claim 2(d), (iv) from the naturality of � , and (v) from Claim 2(a).
Since the map ‰ is injective by Claim 7, we deduce that d D e . This proves part (d).
Part (e) is just part (d) applied to Arev .

Finally, let us prove part (f). The invertibility of g in the monoid HomS.1;A/ and the
associativity of � imply that g is central if and only if

�3.g˝ idA˝g�1/D idA:

Similarly, ˛ is central if and only if

.˛˝ idA˝˛
�1/�3 D idA:

Consequently, it suffices to prove that .˛˝ idA˝˛
�1/�3 D �3.g˝ idA˝g�1/ or,

equivalently, that

(10) .˛˝ idA˝˛
�1/�3�3.g

�1
˝ idA˝g/D idA:
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Define

! D g ˛ D �.g ˝ idA/S.idA ˝˛/�:

We have

��

.i/
D

��

.ii/
D

�� �

ƒ

.iii/
D

�

!

.iv/
D

�

!

.v/
D �I

��

!

:

Here (i) follows from the properties of the symmetry � , (ii) from Claim 2(a), (iii) from
Claim 2(b), (iv) from the naturality of � , and (v) from (2). Then, using the fact that the
object I is invertible, we obtain that

(11)

�

D �I

�

!

:
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Now,

˛

g

˛�1

g�1

.i/
D

˛

g

˛�1

g�1

.ii/
D

˛

˛

g

g

.iii/
D

�

�

ƒ

ƒ

˛

g

.iv/
D

�

�

ƒ

ƒ

˛

g

.v/
D

�

ƒ

˛

g

.vi/
D

�

ƒ

!

:

Here (i) follows from the (co)associativity of the (co)product and the involutivity of the
antipode, (ii) from the computation of the inverse of g an ˛ (see Section 5.2) and the
anti(co)multiplicativity of the antipode, (iii) from Claim 2(c) and Claim 2(d), (iv) from
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the (co)associativity of the (co)product and the properties of the symmetry, (v) from
Claim 2(a), and (vi) from the (co)associativity of the (co)product and the definition
of ! . Continuing the above calculation, we have

� � �
.vii/
D �I

�

ƒ

.viii/
D �I

�

ƒ

.ix/
D �2

I

�

ƒ

.x/
D

.xi/
D :

Here (vii) follows from (11), (viii) from the properties of the symmetry, (ix) from (2),
(x) from (3) and Claim 2(a), and (xi) from the involutivity of the antipode and the
properties of the symmetry. Then, twice using the fact that the object I is invertible,
we deduce that (10) is satisfied. This proves part (f) and concludes the proof of
Lemma 2.

5.8 Proof of Theorem 2

The assumptions (A1)–(A4) ensure that � and � are well defined. We need to verify
that the pair .�;�/ satisfies the axioms (GP1)–(GP5) of a good pair (see Section 4.1).
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Let us prove that .�;�/ satisfies (GP1). For nonnegative integers k and l , we have

˛l

gk

.i/
D

˛l

gk

.ii/
D ˛l.gk/

˛l

gk

.iii/
D

˛l

gk

:

Here (i) follows from the multiplicativity of �, (ii) from the facts that g is grouplike
and ˛ is an algebra morphism, and (iii) from Lemma 2(a). Thus

�

ƒ

˛l

gk

.i/
D

�

ƒ

˛l

gk

.ii/
D ˛l.g/ ˛.gk/

�

ƒ

.iii/
D idI :

Here (i) follows from the previous computation, (ii) from (8) and (9), and (iii) from
Lemma 2(a) and the fact that �ƒD idI . Consequently,

��D
1

mn

m�1X

kD0

n�1X

lD0

�

ƒ

˛l

gk

D
1

mn

m�1X

kD0

n�1X

lD0

idI D idI :

Let us prove that .�;�/ satisfies (GP2). It follows from the definition of � and the
first equality of Lemma 2(b) that

(12) � D
1

m

m�1X
kD0

��.gk
˝ idA/:

Also, the definition of � , the associativity of � and the fact that g has order m imply
that for any integer t ,

(13) ��.idA˝gt /D
1

m

m�1X
kD0

��.idA˝gkCt /D �:
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Now, for any integer k , we have

�

gk

.i/
D

�
g�k

gk

.ii/
D

�
g�k

gk

.iii/
D

�

gk

g1�k

:

Here (i) follows from the fact that g is grouplike, (ii) from the multiplicativity of �,
and (iii) from (8). Then

� �

.i/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

��

gk

.ii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

��

gkg1�k

.iii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

�

�

gk

.iv/
D � � :

Here (i) and (iv) follow from (12), (ii) from the previous computation, and (iii) from (13).
This proves the first equality of (GP2). The second equality of (GP2) is just the first
equality of (GP2) applied to the reverse Hopf algebra Arev (see Section 2.9) because
�D �Arev .

Let us prove that .�;�/ satisfies (GP3). We have

�S
.i/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0 gk

�

.ii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0
g�k

�

.iii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

�I

g1�k

�

.iv/
D �I �:

Here (i) follows from the definition of � , (ii) from the antimultiplicativity of S and
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the fact that g is grouplike, (iii) from Lemma 2(b) and (3), and (iv) from (12) and the
fact that g has order m. This proves the first equality of (GP3) because

�.�;�/
.i/
D h�S�iI

.ii/
D �I h��iI

.iii/
D �I hidI iI

.iv/
D �I :

Here (i) follows from the definition of �.�;�/ , (ii) from the previous computation, (iii)
from the fact that .�;�/ satisfies (GP1), and (iv) from the fact that hidI iI D 1. The
second equality of (GP3) is just the first equality of (GP3) applied to Arev .

Let us prove that .�;�/ satisfies (GP4) for the morphism

f D
˛

D .˛˝ idA/�:

First, we have

f

�

.i/
D

1

n

n�1X

lD0

˛lC1

ƒ

.ii/
D

�

:

Here (i) follows from the definitions of � and f and the coassociativity of �, and (ii)
from the definition of � and the fact that ˛ has order n. Second, we have

˛

f

�

.i/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

˛ gk

�

.ii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0
˛

gk

�

.iii/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

gk

�

.iv/
D

1

m

m�1X

kD0

gk

�

.v/
D

�

:

Here (i) follows from the definitions of f and � , (ii) from the associativity of �,
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(iii) from Lemma 2(d), (iv) from the naturality of � and the fact that g is central by
assumption (A5), and (v) from (12). This proves (GP4) for the morphism f . Finally, by
applying (GP4) to Arev we obtain that the pair .�;�/ satisfies (GP5) for the morphism

h D g D �.idA ˝ g/:

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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